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ABSTRACT

AN INVESTIGATION OF RF SENSOR SENSITIVITY
FOR BEARING HEALTH MONITORING
Gudorf, Sara
University of Dayton, 2008
Advisory Committee Chairman: Dr. Vinod K. Jain

Coated bearings in high performance turbine engines have the potential to
improve engine reliability and extend service life. One of the coating performance
indicators is the level of vibration generated by rolling element and raceway impacts
during bearing operation. Vibrations in engine bearings can be difficult to monitor
because they are located in a cramped and high temperature environment, and there is
often system noise caused by other components located on the same shaft. This thesis
investigates the effectiveness of a non-intrusive cage-mounted sensor which detects cage
vibration and transmits wirelessly to a nearby receiver.
The sensitivity of the cage-mounted sensor was compared to a housing-mounted
accelerometer in detecting seeded faults in coated and uncoated bearings. The test
bearings were coated with varying thicknesses of TiCN with 3.2 mm diameter masks on
the inner races. After coating, the masks were removed to reveal uncoated raceway,
simulating a failed coating. In addition, a 3.2 mm wide flaw was machined into the inner
race of an uncoated bearing. The depth of this flaw was increased to simulate spalling.
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For each coating thickness and spall depth, vibration data were recorded using the
accelerometer and cage sensor and studied in the frequency domain for the presence of
the inner race fault frequency.
The smallest spall on an uncoated bearing that the sensor could detect was 28 pm
deep with a reliability of -40%. In contrast, the accelerometer consistently detected all
levels of flaws, the smallest being 0.4 pm deep on the coated bearing, with a reliability of
55%. This research demonstrates the sensitivity level of the RF cage sensor and supportmounted accelerometer to inner race bearing flaws on this bearing tester.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction
Turbine engine bearings are the number-one cause of Class-A mishaps in US Air
Force aircraft. A Class-A mishap is characterized by flight-related damage of $1M or
more, fatal injury or permanent total disability of an aircrew member or civilian.
Examples of Class-A mishaps include major events such as missing or crashed aircraft, as
well as more minor, but still costly, incidents such as engine fires. Because of the
complexity and compactness of the engine compartment, an engine fire can easily cause
millions of dollars in damage within a few seconds. Since turbine engine bearings are the
major cause of these types of problems, it is important to have a reliable way of
determining bearing failure at the first sign of spalling, which is the flaking away of chips
from the bearing surface and is one of the major causes of bearing failure. But this
problem is not easily addressed because the engine compartment is subject to high
temperatures, cramped conditions and extreme vibration levels (Figure 1-1). The
solution is not as simple as adding a commercial vibration sensor because of space
constraints and the high vibration level. An externally-mounted vibration sensor will be
susceptible to the noise from surrounding components, which can easily mask vibrations
created by a spalled bearing. The sensor investigated for this thesis has the potential to
address the space constraint while detecting specifically the vibrations within the bearing
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Figure 1-1: Turbine engine schematic

because it is mounted on the bearing cage. With the vibration sensor embedded in the
cage (Figure 1-2) [1], it requires no additional space than the legacy bearing. Also,
because it is partially isolated from the surrounding components, it is potentially more
sensitive to the bearing response than the surroundings.
Currently, aircraft engine bearings are replaced based on results of oil analysis,
which uses an indirect inspection technique known as chip detection to find evidence of
spalls in the bearing lubricant. But metal particles from other components around the
bearing can deceive the chip detectors and incorrectly indicate a failure. Each time an
engine is torn down to replace a bearing, it grounds the aircraft and costs ~$1M. A
reliable and direct method is therefore needed for bearing fault detection.

1.2 Turbine Engine Bearings
Traditionally, there are two types of bearings that support the shaft of the turbine
engine: roller bearings and ball bearings (Figure 1-3). Roller bearings can support heavy
radial loads because they have line contact between the roller and the race, which allows
the load to be distributed along the width of the roller. The disadvantage of roller
bearings is that they cannot support any axial load, or else the sides of the rollers will rub
against the raceway and cause failure.
Ball bearings in the turbine engine are generally split inner race angular contact
bearings, which can support both radial and axial loads because their load is redirected
between the ball and the raceway at an angle. They must always be loaded at least
minimally in the axial direction to maintain rolling contact and prevent skidding. The
split inner race bearing has an advantage over both roller bearings and traditional angular

Figure 1-2: Cage-mounted sensor a) antenna; b) receiver
S. Marble and D. Tow, Bearing Health Monitoring and Life Extension in Satellite
Momentum/Reaction Wheels [1]
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Figure 1-3: Turbine engine bearings. Clockwise from upper left: roller bearing,
traditional angular contact bearing, split inner-ring angular contact bearing, foil bearing,
magnetic bearing
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contact bearings in that it can withstand reversal of the direction of the axial load. In
addition, the split inner race design allows for the maximum number of rolling elements
to be incorporated into the angular contact bearing, enabling it to withstand higher
stresses and speeds. A groove in the split race can provide a pathway for lubricant to be
fed to the bearing from the shaft. Angular contact bearings are generally larger than their
roller bearing counterparts to account for the higher contact stresses due to the reduced
contact area. Most turbine engine bearings are manufactured from M50 bearing steel.
A less common bearing is the electromagnetic bearing [2], which supports an
axial load without physical contact. A sensor built into the bearing uses feedback from
gap sensors on opposite sides of the shaft to control the radially-spaced electromagnets
and prevent contact (Figure 1-3). The electromagnetic bearing experiences neither
friction nor wear, can run at very high speeds and theoretically has an infinite bearing
life. The problem with the electromagnetic bearing is that it requires enormous amounts
of power to run, is much heavier than roller and ball bearings, and requires additional
electronics to power and control it. This type of bearing is no longer considered suitable
for use in turbine engines.
Foil bearings (Figure 1-3) have been tested for engine use. They are oil-free and
run at high speeds on a cushion of air and gas [3], They are simple, lightweight and can
operate at high temperatures and speeds. If they are damaged, the damage is generally
limited to just the bearing because the foil bearing has tight clearances. The downside of
the foil bearing design is that it cannot endure axial load, and can only withstand small
radial loads. In addition, the hydrodynamic film of air or gas does not form until the
shaft has reached high speed, so a significant amount of rubbing and wear occur during
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start-up and shut-down. As a result, these bearings are not ideal for the turbine engine
environment.
A typical turbine engine has five bearings: three roller bearings at the Nos. 1, 4
and 5 locations, and two split-inner ring angular contact bearings at the Nos. 2 and 3
locations (Figure 1-4) [4], There are generally two spools, low and high. The low spool
contains the Nos. 1, 2 and 5 bearings. A roller bearing (No. 1) holds the fan and supports
the radial load from the fan blades, including any imbalance caused by blade damage. A
split-inner race bearing (No. 2) is located in the back of the fan, and a roller bearing (No.
5) is located under the low turbine. The high spool contains the Nos. 3 and 4 bearings. A
split-inner race bearing (No. 3) is located in front of the combustion chamber. A roller
bearing (No. 4) is located under the combustor. Many turbine engine bearings are under
race cooled through the shaft.

1.2.1 Turbine Engine Bearing Materials
The materials used for ball and roller bearings must have high hardness,
toughness and strength, and be able to perform reliably in high temperature environments
without degradation of material properties, reduction in surface endurance limit or rolling
contact fatigue resistance. Specialty materials categorized as bearing steels have been
designed to meet these specifications. Many commercial bearings are manufactured from
AISI 52100 steel. However, most aircraft bearings are fabricated from M50 and M50NiL
steels.
M50 was introduced in 1960 and has since become the most commonly used high
quality bearing steel for elevated temperature applications [5,6], M50 is a molybdenum-
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Figure 1-4: Turbine engine bearing locations
HPT: High Pressure Turbine; LPT: Low Pressure Turbine
J. R. Hartin, High Performance Sensors for Rolling Element
Bearing Health Monitoring [4]
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based through-hardened steel with carbides for increased hardness. It is dimensionally
stable to ~540°C, making it a suitable material for the turbine engine environment.
M50-NiL [5-8] was introduced in the 1980s as an improvement to the throughhardened technology. To create M50-NiL, M50 with -80% reduced carbon content is
carburized to produce a hard case. This allows the bearing to run at high speeds and
loads with more fatigue resistance. The more ductile core increases fracture toughness
and prevents cracks from forming under the surface. While M50-NiL possesses higher
fracture toughness over the through-hardened M50, it has a lower temperature capability
(~350°C) and less corrosion resistance due to lower chromium content. The elemental
composition of some common bearing steels is shown in Table 1-1 [9].

1.2.2 Turbine Engine Bearing Coatings
Hard coatings have yet to be proven effective in engine applications, even though
coatings can provide better corrosion resistance and wear characteristics than heat
treatments and surface treatments. Much work has been done to improve current bearing
materials [10-14] and surface treatment technology [15-19] because coatings have been
problematic. To be effective, coatings are expected to withstand high temperatures,
vibrations and contact stresses, and perform without degradation in over and under
lubricated conditions. If they can survive these conditions without delamination or wearthrough, coatings are a relatively simple and inexpensive way to protect from corrosion
and increase wear resistance. However, engine manufacturers are wary of coatings for
their bearings due to the high loads and potential for flaking of the coating, which can do
more harm than good. But a well-adhered, thin coating may provide wear resistance and
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Grade
A ISI52100
M50
M50-NiL

C
1.10
0.80
0.15

Mn
0.45
0.25
0.15

Si
0.35
0.25
0.18

Composition (wt%)
Cr
V
Ni
—
—
1.60
4.00
0.10
1.00
4.00
1.00
3.50

Mo
0.10
4.25
4.00

W
—
1.35

Fe
Balance
Balance
Balance

Table 1-1: Composition of some common bearing steels
T. A. Harris and M. N. Kotzalas, Rolling Bearing Analysis: Essential Concepts of
Bearing Technology [9]
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corrosion protection more effectively than surface treatment alone.
Several hard coatings have been in the forefront of wear and corrosion-resistance
research: TiC, TiN and TiCN [20-23]. TiC is a good corrosion inhibitor and also
improves wear resistance as compared to uncoated M50 bearing steel, but the ~1000°C
deposition temperature causes shape changes and loss of hardness, which is why they are
not recommended. Post-deposition processing is often required, making this coating an
expensive and unrealistic option for engine applications. TiN, however, is applied using
a sputtering deposition technique at room temperature. This coating has been shown to
greatly increase both corrosion and wear resistance [21] in rolling contact fatigue testing.
A. Erdemir [22] states that the thickness of the coating is the most important factor in
wear reduction, and that these coatings have an optimal thickness of 0.5 pm to 0.75 pm.
Another notable hard coating for engine applications is Diamond-Like Carbon
(DLC). A thin (<0.5 pm) DLC coating on the inner and outer raceways has been shown
to improve rolling contact fatigue (RCF) at the ball/race interface [24], The DLC film is
deposited on the bearing races using an ion beam sputtering technique at close to room
temperature. The first 30 nm is mixed into the steel surface between the peaks of the
surface roughness, which creates a strong bond. The thickness of the coating required for
a significant improvement in rolling contact fatigue (RCF) is just 30 nm, but a DLC
coating up to 500 nm can also be effective. More research on DLC coatings may be
required to ensure that they are effective at the maximum bearing temperature of 300°C.
The literature studied for this research indicates an increase in RCF life and wear
resistance using DLC coatings only at temperatures up to 177°C.
For this research, a combination of TiC and TiN, in the form of TiCN, was
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deposited onto several bearings in thicknesses of 0.4 gm - 1.4 pm. TiCN was chosen
because of its ease of deposition using a vacuum arc physical vapor deposition process
[23] at ~400°C. In studies, TiCN has been shown to be harder and more corrosion and
wear resistant than TiC and TiN, with excellent adhesion to the M50 races [25],

1.3 Bearing Failure
1.3.1 Modes of Bearing Failure
Bearing failure occurs for a variety of reasons. Most often premature engine
bearing failure is caused by lubricant contamination or damage induced by improper
handling before or during installation. B. L. Averbach et al. [26] inspected 200 M50
aircraft gas turbine bearings and determined that most damage originates on the surface
where shallow pits have been formed by the presence of contaminant particles, surface
carbides and corroding agents in the lubricant. These pits grow by the peeling off of
small pieces from the wear surface which eventually become spalls. Spalling occurs
when a piece of the race or rolling element is removed due to fatigue. As the bearing
continues to operate, more pieces become dislodged nearby, increasing the size and depth
of the spall, which in turn increases the temperature and vibration amplitude of the
bearing until failure by cracking, distortion or cage fracture occurs. Surface-initiated
fatigue occurs when the repeated rolling contact stresses between the rolling elements and
the raceway surpass the endurance limit of the bearing steel [27],
Another failure mechanism is sub-surface cracking caused by overloading. These
cracks propagate to the surface and create spalls. All roller and angular contact bearings
have an expected fatigue life of one million cycles at the basic load rating [28,29]. Even
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when operation is conducted according to design, operation after the calculated fatigue
life is dangerous because sub-surface microcracks are present in the race which could
propagate to the surface at any time and cause a piece of the race to become dislodged.
Spalling is the failure of interest in this thesis, and is the product of several modes of
failure, which are explained in the following paragraphs.
Bearing failure may be caused by several conditions (Figure 1-5) [30], which
can be avoided by carefully choosing the correct size and type of bearing for the
application. An overloaded bearing will be susceptible to fatigue failure long before
expected. An overheated bearing may anneal and lose hardness during operation and the
lubricant will fail at high temperature. Discoloration is a symptom of lubricant failure.
Cooling can be effective as long as it cools the bearing evenly to prevent thermal
expansion and contraction mismatch. The following paragraphs describe some common
failure causes.
Brinelling occurs when the bearing is subjected to a sudden impact, such as from
being dropped or hit with a hammer. If the impact of the rolling elements with the race
exceeds the elastic strain limit of the material, indentations will be formed which will
cause increased vibration when the bearing starts to rotate. Stationary bearings subjected
to vibrations during shipping or after installation can have a similar effect, known as false
brinelling (also fretting).
Contamination of the lubricant is one of the most common causes of bearing
failure, especially in an engine environment, where the oil that lubricates the bearing is
also used to cool and lubricate other equipment on the same shaft. The oil becomes dirty
and contaminated by chemicals and particles from nearby components. These
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Figure 1-5: Bearing failure modes. Left to right from top: overloading, overheating, false
brinelling, true brinelling, fatigue failure, reverse loading, contamination, lubricant
failure, corrosion, misalignment, loose fits, tight fits
The Barden Corporation, Bearing Failure: Causes and Cures [30]
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contaminants can be caught in the lubricant film during operation and create spall
initiation sites such as indentations and corrosion pits. Contamination particles in the
bearing cause bearing wear and high vibration loading.
An under-lubricated bearing will hinder formation of the elastohydrodynamic
(EHD) film which keeps the rolling elements from contacting the raceway and allows for
smooth bearing operation. Without lubricant, there is high wear and vibration and early
failure.
Bearings without adequate lubrication or having been subjected to corrosive fluids
may fall prey to corrosion damage. Corrosion is characterized by areas of red or brown
on the bearing material, and will lead to peeling of the surface around the corrosion spots,
spall propagation, increased vibration and wear, and eventually bearing failure.
Misalignment, loose and tight fits are the final avoidable causes of bearing failure.
They will all result in increased bearing vibration or contact stresses and prevent healthy
bearing operation. With careful selection of the bearing accounting for engine load,
environment and lubrication conditions, all of these failure conditions may be avoided.

1.3.2 Bearing Fault Frequencies
A spall in a bearing race or rolling element will cause an impact at a frequency
characteristic of the bearing geometry and speed. For this research, the frequency of
interest is the Ball Pass Frequency of the Inner Race (BPFI) [31], which is the frequency
at which a ball will impact the flaw on the inner race (Figure 1-6). The other faultindicating frequencies which can be calculated are the Ball Pass Frequency of the Outer
Race (BPFO), the Ball Spin Frequency (BSF) and the Imbalance Frequency. Another
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frequency of interest which does not necessarily indicate a bearing fault is the
Fundamental Train Frequency (FTF), which is the cage rotation rate. The equations for
calculating these frequencies are listed in (Figure 1-7) and a list of fault frequencies for
the shaft speeds in this research can be found in (Table 1-2). Note that the shaft speed in
Hz is the same as the Imbalance Frequency.

1.3.3 Case Histories of Bearing Failure in a Turbine Engine
Initially, when an engine bearing starts to fail, the only indicators are increased
temperature and wear debris generation rate. No other components are affected until the
bearing catastrophically fails and stops the shaft rotation. When that happens, the shaft
will do one of two things, 1) cease its rotation completely, or 2) continue to rotate until
engine damage reaches a level that stops its rotation and therefore shuts down the engine.
This generally occurs quickly after catastrophic bearing failure, and causes, at a
minimum, noticeable degradation of flight control.
For example, a combination of lubricant contamination and improper bearing
installation caused stresses to rise in a ball bearing in the engine of a fighter aircraft [32],
The resulting increase in operating temperature caused raceway spalling and a crack to
form in the bearing cage, which then fractured and led to cage debris being lodged in the
bearing. The bearing seized, the engine failed and the aircraft crashed. It is likely that an
initial spall was present and propagated, increasing vibration level until the cage
fractured. In another example, a failed engine bearing was possibly under-designed for
the application load, had inadequate lubricant delivery, was incorrectly installed or had
corrosion damage during storage [33]. With the proper in situ sensor application, these
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Figure 1-6: Rolling element bearing with inner race spall
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frequencies of an induction motor from vibration data [31]
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Shaft Speed
[RPM]

Imbalance

1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
3500
4000
4500
5000
5500
6000
6500
7000
7500
8000
8500
9000
9500
10000

16.7
25.0
33.3
41.7
50.0
58.3
66.7
75.0
83.3
91.7
100.0
108.3
116.7
125.0
133.3
141.7
150.0
158.3
166.7

Resulting Frequency [Hz]
FTF
BSF
BPFO
6.4
9.6
12.9
16.1
19.3
22.5
25.7
28.9
32.1
35.3
38.6
41.8
45.0
48.2
51.4
54.6
57.8
61.0
64.3

33.3
49.9
66.5
83.2
99.8
116.4
133.1
149.7
166.3
182.9
199.6
216.2
232.8
249.5
266.1
282.7
299.4
316.0
332.6

64.3
96.4
128.5
160.7
192.8
224.9
257.0
289.2
321.3
353.4
385.6
417.7
449.8
482.0
514.1
546.2
578.3
610.5
642.6

BPFI
102.4
153.6
204.8
256.0
307.2
358.4
409.6
460.8
512.0
563.2
614.4
665.6
716.8
768.0
819.2
870.4
921.7
972.9
1024.1

Table 1-2: Fault frequencies for size 204 test bearing
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problems might have been detected before they became a more serious failure. Section
1.4 will describe in detail some of the better-known methods that have been used to
detect bearing failure and why they may or may not be suitable for engine application.

1.4 Bearing Failure Detection Methods
Many techniques have been used to diagnose bearing faults by vibration
monitoring. High frequency methods include monitoring resonance, acoustic emissions
and shock pulse methods. Low frequency detectors include accelerometers, fiber optic
sensors and optical encoders. Current vibration monitoring methods utilize bulky
equipment which is not easily installed into the tight spaces of the jet engine. Many
would also be susceptible to the high vibration environment and surrounding component
noise level, and even fewer would be adaptable to the high temperatures required. The
following sections attempt to describe some common methods of bearing failure
detection.

1.4.1 Wear Debris Analysis
Many aircraft engines use chip detectors [34] to diagnose bearing failure. But
spalled particles have a convoluted path to get to the detectors, which are located
considerably downstream from the bearing. Even when chips are detected, they may
have originated from another engine component and not necessarily from a failing
bearing. By the time large chips have spalled off and been caught in the detectors, the
bearing is well on its way to failure. Another bearing failure detection method is the
Joint Oil Analysis Program (JOAP) [35]. After a set number of flight hours, the engine
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oil is sampled and analyzed by a lab to quantify the metallic content. If a large change is
detected from one sample to the next, the bearings are inspected for spalls. Both methods
are indirect and may be influenced by components other than the bearings.

1.4.2 Vibration and Acoustic Monitoring
Radially loaded bearings naturally produce vibrations even when undamaged and
running smoothly. However, any damage or imbalance will cause the level of vibration
to increase dramatically. These vibrations can be studied to help determine the type of
bearing damage and the level may give some indication of the severity of the damage.
The easiest way to study bearing vibration is to look at the time-domain vibration
signal and measure the ratio of the maximum amplitude to the root-mean-square [36] of
the signal, which is the ratio of the maximum vibration amplitude to the root-meansquare amplitude. This method is not very accurate. A slightly more successful approach
is to study the kurtosis value, which uses the Gaussian, or normal, distribution of the
time-domain to determine whether bearing failure is imminent. The kurtosis value is
calculated from the instantaneous probability density function, instantaneous amplitude
of the signal, average signal amplitude and standard deviation of the time-based signal.
The problem with this method is that it can falsely show a healthy Gaussian value for a
damaged bearing. The next time-domain approach using the vibration signal is the shock
pulse method [37], It uses a piezoelectric sensor with resonant frequency in the kHz to
measure the high frequency vibrations created from ball/defect impact. Measurement of
the maximum peak-to-peak vibration amplitude from the sensor correlates to the health of
the bearing. The higher the amplitude above the baseline, the more the bearing is
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damaged. This method has been used in some applications, but may not be suitable for
engine bearings because of its unreliability at low shaft speeds and the requirement to
modify the housing of the bearing for the sensor placement.
The frequency approach is a more widely used method of determining bearing
health, and is the method used in this research. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is used to
convert the time-based vibration signal into the frequency domain. Both low and high
frequencies can be studied to give an indication of bearing health. Studying the low
frequencies will reveal the fault frequencies from Section 1.3.2. The higher frequencies,
typically greater than 5 kHz, are results of the natural frequencies of the bearing and its
housing. An increase in the high frequency amplitudes can indicate a problem with the
bearing, but does not indicate the location of the damage.
A fiber optic deflectometer [38] is used to study the radial elastic deflection of the
outer race during operation. The sensor is inserted through a drilled and tapped hole to a
precise location near the outer race. A damaged race will cause a higher deformation in
the outer race due to the higher vibration level inside the bearing. Fiber optic
deflectometers have been shown to be useful in a variety of temperatures, ranging from
cryogenic to typical engine temperatures. However, they require a fairly large hole to
access the outer race, and they are affected by temperature changes because of thermal
expansion.
Acoustic emission analysis [39] is a high frequency method similar to vibration
analysis in that it is sensitive to the location of the defect. A flaw in the outer race will
produce a different acoustic emission than a flaw in the inner race. The acoustic response
is a product of bursts of energy resulting from structural changes in the race material.
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Acoustic emission analysis is sensitive to even sub-surface cracks, which cannot be
detected using vibration analysis. However, it is also highly susceptible to emissions
from surrounding components, which can easily mask the response to a small race defect.

1.4.3 Temperature Measurements
Higher than normal operating temperature is an important indicator of increased
friction conditions in a bearing. A problem with the contact surface (i.e. spall,
contamination, low lubricant supply, overloaded contact) will translate into an increase in
local temperature. In a ball bearing, the contact between the ball and race is rolling, but
the contact between the ball and cage is purely sliding, so the cage temperature will
increase faster than the race temperature. In addition, the cage mass has a smaller mass
than the race, and will react more quickly and accurately to heat-generating conditions
such as bearing spalls, contamination, etc. Cage-mounted temperature sensors (Figure 18) can provide a wireless method of sensing bearing cage temperature without changing
the dimensions of the bearing [40],
It can be misleading to use temperature as the sole indicator of bearing health,
especially in an engine environment. Bearing operating temperature is constantly
changing based on the ambient temperature, running time, engine speed and lubricant
temperature. Cage-mounted temperature sensors have the potential to provide valuable
information, but should be coupled with other sensors which can specifically identify the
problem. Temperature data may then complement the fault identification to provide a
more meaningful prognosis for remaining bearing life.
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Figure 1-8: Cage-mounted temperature sensor
J. A. Henao-Sepulveda et al., Contactless Monitoring of Ball Bearing
Temperature [40]
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1.5 RF Sensors
Wireless sensors are important in bearing research because they allow sensor
placement onto fast-rotating parts without the hindrance of wires to power and transmit
their signal. For this research, a cage-mounted sensor transmits a radio frequency (RF)
signal to a nearby receiver. The resulting signal translates directly into the temperature of
the cage and is demodulated to reveal cage motion as it relates to bearing vibration. This
section briefly describes RF sensor technology along with bearing temperature sensor
application.

1.5.1 History of RF Sensors
The concept of wireless communication started in the late 1800s with the wireless
telegraph [41,42]. Next came broadcast radio in the early 1900s, and the technology has
since expanded to include television, walkie-talkie, satellite communications, cellular
phones and high-speed wireless internet. Today, Bluetooth, Wireless Local Area
Network (WLAN) for flexible home network use and GPS utilize the state-of-the-art in
wireless technology. The RF sensor is an extension of this technology with various
integrated circuits to enable electromagnetic communication between the sensor and
receiver without the requirement of physical contact. As the circuitry is miniaturized, RF
sensors can be integrated into the components of interest. Signal interference, signal-tonoise ratio and power source are areas which need further research to optimize this
technology for long-term reliable use.
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1.5.2 RF Sensors - How They Work
Radio frequency operates in a band of 10 kHz to 100 GHz and is the rate of
oscillations of an electrical current in the form of electromagnetic waves. RF
transmission allows for wireless communication due to its ability to travel through the air
to a nearby receiver. The typical wireless sensor has two parts - a transmitter and a
receiver. The receiver will have, among other things, a low noise amplifier (LNA), a
frequency converter and a filter. These components allow the receiver to transform the
signal from the transmitter into the signal of interest.
For example, one variation of wireless temperature sensor utilizes RF technology
in the form of a Colpitts oscillator with temperature-sensitive capacitor [43]. A Colpitts
oscillator uses a simple circuit containing capacitors and inductors to output a sine or
square wave. The sensor attached to the bearing cage sends temperature information via
a frequency modulated (FM) oscillating signal. The transmission frequency varies due to
the change in capacitance from the heat-sensitive capacitor. This frequency is
transmitted wirelessly through RF waves to the receiver, which in turn sends the signal
out for processing into useful form using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) or time-based
signal processing. In other words, the transmission frequency is directly affected by the
component temperature. Once calibrated, a relatively accurate correlation between
transmission frequency and cage temperature can be calculated.
Until now, there was no methodology to establish a correlation between cage
vibration and the size of the defect which can be detected reliably by such method. For
this research, the RF cage sensor output was compared to a housing-mounted
piezoelectric accelerometer. The accelerometer is a ‘tried-and-true’ way of measuring
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bearing vibrations which are transmitted through the bearing support. The RF sensor
creates an RF response based on the cage motion during operation. Thus, the main
objectives of this research are to determine the minimum inner race flaw depth
detectible by the cage-mounted sensor, as compared to the support-mounted
accelerometer, and to provide feedback to the sensor designer on how to improve
effectiveness for the next generation sensor.
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CHAPTER 2
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

All experiments were conducted at the Materials and Manufacturing Directorate
of the Air Force Research Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base.

2.1 Test Equipment and Layout
2.1.1 Bearing Tester
To determine the minimum flaw size that the cage sensor can detect, it is
important that the test environment be isolated from outside influences as much as
possible. The engine environment is not reproduced at this stage because it would
prevent detection of the accuracy of the sensor. Only after room temperature proof-ofconcept testing is complete can the temperature, pressure and vibration environment of
the engine be introduced. For the initial analysis of the cage sensor, a high-speed bearing
tester (Figure 2-1) has been custom-built to determine its sensitivity limit. The tester is
designed to run a 20 mm (size 204) angular contact bearing and a 30 mm (size 206) deep
groove slave bearing. It has a shaft rotation capability of 20,000 rpm and is driven by a
low-vibration magnetic drive system. The entire assembly is enclosed in a welded steel
chamber and can be run in either air or vacuum environments. Figure 2-la shows the
chamber interior, and a schematic of the bearing tester is shown in Figure 2-lb.
The first specialized tester component is the magnetic drive system which helps to
isolate the shaft from the motor. A brushless DC motor drives a 127 mm diameter
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a)

Figure 2-1: Bearing tester a) chamber interior; b) schematic
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polarized magnetic wheel, which in-turn drives a 25 mm diameter polarized magnet on
the end of the shaft. The two magnets are separated by 0.38 mm so that no additional
radial force or vibration from the motor is transmitted to the test bearing. This type of
drive system is advantageous in several ways: 1) it helps to prevent motor noise from
transmitting through the drive system to the test bearing; 2) it minimizes the torque
imbalance which occurs in belt-driven systems; and 3) in the case of catastrophic bearing
failure and seizure, it helps to prevent further damage to the rest of the system by
uncoupling from the drive shaft if the torque becomes too high. After uncoupling, the
motor and the larger magnet can continue to spin freely without turning the shaft. The
motor is designed to run at high speed indefinitely, so uncoupling allows the shaft to stop
and prevents further damage to the system. The motor is cooled with room temperature
water which is constantly circulated through the motor housing.
The axial load on the bearing is controlled by a 0.46 mm thick steel wavy washer
with free wave height of 3.8 mm. When the bearing is installed, the wavy washer is
installed first so that it sits between the bearing and the housing. The space available for
the washer has been carefully designed to be less than the washer’s free height to allow
for adequate loading of the bearing. The wavy washer creates the load required for the
angular contact bearing to work properly, and the load can be increased by adding
spacers to the washer. Because the space available does not change, the addition of
spacers increases the compression, thus increasing the bearing load (Table 2-1). The
maximum obtainable load with this design is 363N by using two wavy washers and a
1.27 mm spacer. All trials for this research were run with one wavy washer and two
spacers, which produced a maximum axial load of 120N. There is no radial load
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Wavy
Washer
Force (N)

T ranslated
Wavy Washer
Force/Ball
Stress (MPa)
(N)

IR Max
Stress
(MPa)

OR Max
Stress
(MPa)

Number
Wavy
Washers

Spacer
Thickness
(mm)

94.3

32.2

793.0

928.3

798.3

1

0.00

111.8

38.1

939.9

982.4

844.8

1

0.25

129.2

44.1

1086.7

1031.1

886.7

1

0.51

146.7

50.1

1233.6

1075.6

924.9

1

0.76

164.1

56.0

1380.4

1116.7

960.3

1

1.02

181.6

62.0

1527.3

1155.0

993.2

1

1.27

188.6

64.4

793.0

1169.6

1005.7

2

0.00

223.5

76.3

939.9

1237.8

1064.3

2

0.25

258.4

88.2

1086.7

1299.2

1117.1

2

0.51

293.4

100.1

1233.6

1355.2

1165.3

2

0.76

328.3

112.0

1380.4

1407.0

1209.9

2

1.02

363.2

124.0

1527.3

1455.2

1251.3

2

1.27

Table 2-1: Bearing stresses from wavy washers and various spacer thicknesses
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adjustment capability designed into the system. The weight of the shaft is the only radial
load, which amounts to ~13N.
Thermocouples measure the outer race temperature of both the test bearing and
the slave bearing. The temperature of the test bearing outer race may be compared with
the cage sensor temperature reading and is also monitored visually using a temperature
readout. Temperature data is not included in this report because all testing was
accomplished at room temperature. The temperature of the slave bearing is also visually
monitored to prevent overheating. Generally, the slave bearing temperature increases and
levels off, never going more than 10°C over ambient temperature. If the temperature rise
is greater than 10°C, it may be time to add more grease to the slave bearing, which is
grease-packed prior to installation. The grease causes the bearing to temporarily run at
higher torque and higher temperature until the extra grease is pushed out of the wear
track. This grease run-in takes about 30 minutes at 10,000 rpm.

2.1.2 Test and Slave Bearing Selection
The test bearing is a 20 mm angular contact bearing (Figure 2-2) which is designed to run
at speeds up to 50,000 rpm when oil lubricated. This bearing is similar to the Nos. 2 and
3 split inner race turbine engine bearings. It is also easy to assemble and disassemble,
which allows for race coating, simulation of flaws and inspection. The races and rolling
elements are made from through-hardened M50 bearing steel, the same as the turbine
engine bearings. A cotton phenolic cage holds the rolling elements in place. It is very
porous and light, but not high temperature capable. The maximum operating temperature
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Figure 2-2: 20 mm angular contact test bearing a) assembled; b) disassembled
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of this cage is 120°C. The cage is vacuum saturated with Pennzane to provide lubricant
by centrifugal force while the bearing is running. A 30 mm deep groove ball bearing
provides support on the opposite end of the shaft. This support bearing, also known as a
slave bearing, is slightly larger than the test bearing so that it will run longer than the test
bearing under similar load. Its sole purpose is to balance the shaft and it is not
instrumented, except for a thermocouple located on the outer race to track temperature
spikes which are indicative of low lubricant level. The slave bearing material is AISI
52100. It is packed with grease upon installation and only removed when a complete
teardown of the tester is required.

2.1.3 Location of Sensors
The test bearing is instrumented with two vibration sensors and two temperature
sensors. The RF sensor is embedded in the phenolic cage (Figure l-2a) and transmits
vibration and temperature signals wirelessly to a nearby receiver (Figure l-2b), which is
mounted on the support face. The cage sensor data are correlated with an outer race
thermocouple and accelerometer located on the test bearing support column. Section 2.2
describes in more detail the sensor and receiver design.

2.£ Wireless Sensor Design
2.2.1 Bearing Cage-Mounted Sensor
The cage sensor is a simple heat-sensitive capacitor connected to an insulated
antenna on both ends. This antenna is soldered to both ends of the capacitor in a loop.
This loop fits into a machined groove in the side of the phenolic cage (Figure 1-2a).
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There are two additional machined cut-outs, one for the capacitor and the other for a
counterweight. The overall dimensions of the cage are unchanged by the addition of the
sensor. A high-temperature oil-resistant epoxy is applied to attach the sensor to the dry
phenolic cage. The epoxy soaks into the cage and creates a secure bond to resist both the
fast rotation speed and lubricity of the Pennzane. During bearing operation at 10,000
rpm, the cage rotates at a speed of 3858 rpm (Table 1-2).

2.2.2 Bearing Housing-Mounted Receiver
The receiver wirelessly picks up the signal from the cage sensor while the bearing
is rotating. The bearing must be in motion for the receiver to give meaningful data. Two
concentric rings on the receiver detect the position of the antenna based on proximity to
the receiver during operation and convert it to an RF signal, which is then transferred via
coaxial cable to the demodulator. The receiver is powered by a +/- 2.5V DC signal. The
micro-electronics on the receiver circuit board are very sensitive to power fluctuations, so
this power supply has been filtered using capacitors to ensure that a steady signal powers
the receiver. It is also checked before each run, just before connection to the receiver.
The receiver circuit board is mounted on the test bearing support face such that it
aligns very closely with the antenna on the bearing (Figure 2-3). The distance between
the cage sensor and receiver is very small, ~0.4 mm. The antenna on the cage is perfectly
centered between the concentric rings on the back of the receiver. The outer diameter of
the receiver is -76 mm and the inner diameter clears the spinning shaft. Its thickness is
-6.5 mm including circuitry.
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Figure 2-3: Cage sensor receiver
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2.2.3 Sensor Output
The receiver converts the antenna signal into a high frequency temperature signal
(27 MHz at 22°C room temperature) and low frequency cage motion vibration signal.
The 27 MHz frequency changes based on temperature of the heat-sensitive capacitor on
the cage. Each cage sensor is calibrated differently, but an increase of 0.1 MHz may
indicate a rise in cage temperature of 10°C. The temperature dependence is linear and
must be calibrated for each cage/receiver pair (Figure 2-4). However, since this research
was done at room temperature, there was not a noticeable increase in the frequency
during operation and only vibration measurement was reported.
Embedded in the high frequency output from the cage sensor is motion response
(vibration) of the cage. As the rolling elements pass over the inner race flaw, the distance
between the cage sensor and the receiver changes, producing a vibration response. The
cage sensor was originally designed to transmit temperature, but it was discovered early
in the testing process that, when demodulated, the sensor also provided vibration. A
Phase Lock Loop (PLL) circuit and demodulation are required to extract the vibration
from the high frequency signal. These will be discussed in further detail in Section 2.3.
Another characteristic of the sensor is the low voltage output. The output through
the micro-coaxial cable is just 10 mV. This is a very small signal, resulting in a low
signal-to-noise ratio. The small signal output is a result of the miniaturization of the
components on the receiver which are unable to run at higher power. Section 2.3.2
addresses attempts to improve the signal-to-noise ratio using amplifiers and filters.
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Figure 2-4: Example of sensor temperature calibration curve
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2.3 Data Collection and Signal Processing
The flow of data from the cage sensor and accelerometer to be converted into
useful form is shown in Figure 2-5. The desired output from the sensor and
accelerometer is vibration data in time-domain, which can be converted into frequency
domain so that the appropriate fault frequency can be spotted. The accelerometer output
is already in time-domain and requires no further processing before FFT conversion.
However, the sensor output requires tracking using PLL, demodulation and FFT
conversion. The following sections describe the methods used to convert the sensor and
accelerometer output into useful form in the frequency domain.

2.3.1 Sensor Phase Lock Loop Demodulation
After transmission from the antenna to the receiver, the signal moves via coaxial
cable to the PLL demodulator. The components which make up the PLL demodulator are
shown in Figure 2-6. Specialized data processing is required to track the frequency of the
MHz signal as it varies with temperature. This feedback loop locks onto and follows the
drifting central frequency so that it can be demodulated. Other modulation analyzers
without locking capability cannot follow the drifting signal to extract the vibration signal
effectively unless the temperature is constant. The PLL tracks the signal so that
demodulation can occur at any temperature. The demodulation then matches and
subtracts the MHz operating frequency to reveal the time-based vibration signal
embedded within the data. When converted to the frequency domain using Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT), it provides valuable cage vibration data, such as BPFI for a bearing
with an inner race flaw.
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Figure 2-5: Data acquisition flowchart
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Figure 2-6: Phase lock loop demodulation diagram
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2.3.2 Sensor Output Signal Conditioning
The low voltage output from the sensor causes the BPFI amplitude to be less
distinguishable from the noise level than with the accelerometer. Interference from the
power supply, electromagnetic fields from the magnetic drive and the brushless motor,
and normal laboratory vibrations are enough to disguise the fault frequency. To combat
some of this noise, a Butterworth low-pass filter [44] was added between the PLL
demodulator and the oscilloscope. An advantage of the Butterworth low-pass filter is that
it utilizes op-amps in the circuit design which amplify the signal. As a result, the output
signal power is greater than the input. The low-pass filter decreases the amplitude of
signals higher than the design frequency, while allowing the lower frequencies to pass
through. A higher order filter will have a more succinct frequency cut-off, while a lower
order filter will have a more gradual cut-off. Figure 2-7 shows how a 5th order
Butterworth low-pass filter (Figure 2-7a) causes a more immediate reduction in
frequency amplitude than a 1st order filter (Figure 2-7b). Both circuits were designed for
10 kHz cut-off and were provided controlled input frequencies using a function generator
to test their reaction to a 20 mV input, similar to what the sensor produces. The 5th order
filter has a smaller amplification level because of its complexity. But it effectively
amplifies the signal for processing below the 10 kHz design level, and reduces the signal
amplitude to 10 mV above 10 kHz. The 1st order, however, boosts the signal for
processing but fails to reduce the higher frequency signal strength to 10 mV until greater
than 50 kHz. These filters are shown in Figure 2-8a, along with the circuit diagram for
the 5th order filter (Figure 2-8b) and the 1st order filter (Figure 2-8c). After determining
that the 5th order low-pass filter should dispense of more high frequency noise, the
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Figure 2-8: a) 5lh and F ‘ order Butterworth filter circuits; b) 5lh order and c) Is' order
circuit diagrams
J. Morisak, Design o f a
Order Butterworth Low-Pass Filter
Using Sallen & Key Circuit [44]
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demodulated sensor output was connected as the input to the 5th order filter. The
resulting output was higher in power than the original. However, it was also much
noisier, completely masking the BPFI in the frequency spectrum. It was soon discovered
that the filter not only amplified both the signal and the noise, but also added noise due to
the exposed circuitry of the filter. Therefore, the more simple 1st order Butterworth filter
was built with the expectation that its fewer components would lead to less noise
collected in its circuitry. The effect was the same; the BPFI was completely masked and
overtaken by the noise level. Therefore, the low-pass Butterworth filter was determined
not to be effective in increasing the signal-to-noise ratio and was removed from the
system.
The next attempt at improving signal quality was to add a Low-Noise Amplifier
(LNA). This is an electronic device which amplifies a signal by a set amount, and is
insulated from the environment and will not increase the noise level. The LNA of choice
was a standard high dynamic wideband amplifier with a frequency range of 10 MHz 500 MHz. This device was added between the receiver output and the PLL demodulator.
Care was taken to choose an amplification factor which would not cause overload of the
PLL demodulator. After installation, the LNA was run using a spalled bearing with
known signature. The result was a loss of the low frequency signal. By using an LNA
with a range of 10 MHz - 500 MHz, only the high frequency temperature data was
conveyed, and not the low frequency vibration signal. There is no commercially
available LNA which will encompass the entire range of 1 Hz - 30 MHz, so the LNA
was abandoned as a way to amplify the signal before demodulation.
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Both filtering and amplification methods failed to improve the low voltage signal
quality from the cage sensor. As a result, all data in this research is free of filtering and
amplification, except for some averaging of the FFT data. Signal processing was not
necessary for the accelerometer output because its signal-to-noise ratio is very good.

2.3.3 Oscilloscope Collection Settings
Time-based vibration signals from the cage sensor and accelerometer are sent to
an oscilloscope which captures and displays 10,000 data points on the screen. These data
points are low-pass filtered using the 20 MHz filter option in the scope only to filter out
very high frequency noise. The 10,000 points are then sent to the computer in the time
domain, where a LabVIEW program has been written to convert them to the frequency
domain using FFT. A new set of 10,000 points is sent to the computer each second. To
provide an accurate picture of the bearing motion, after FFT ten sets are added and
averaged in succession. The averaged FFT spectrum is continuously updated in this
fashion, with the most recent ten seconds of data always displayed. Another LabVIEW
program allows for programming of the shaft speed and time required for stabilization at
each speed. After a set amount of time at each speed for stabilization, which for this
work is 15 seconds, the average frequency spectrum is recorded in an Excel file for
eventual plotting and analysis. This process has been repeated at each shaft speed, 0 rpm
to 10,000 rpm, at 500 rpm intervals, twice completely through for each flaw depth, for
both sensor data and accelerometer data.
Because the fault frequency at the maximum test speed of 10,000 rpm is
approximately 1024 Hz, at least a 2.5x sampling frequency should be used to obtain an
accurate frequency spectrum at that frequency. The frequency range chosen for this
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application is 5 kHz, or 5,000 samples per second (200 ms per scope division x 5
divisions = 1 second visible on the screen). This is fast enough to determine a frequency
spectrum over the entire range of shaft speeds, but not so fast as to miss the BPFI of 102
Hz at the lowest shaft speed, 1000 rpm. At 10,000 points per screen capture, the
frequency resolution is 0.5 Hz. Ten thousand lines of data are recorded in the Excel
spreadsheet, each containing a frequency amplitude at 0.5 Hz intervals for a total range of
0 Hz - 5,000 Hz. The resolution of 0.5 Hz was chosen because it allows for two points
per Hz so that no fault frequency is lost (caused by resolution > 1 Hz). Another option is
100,000 data points per screen capture, which would result in 100,000 lines of data per
spreadsheet and 0.05 Hz resolution. The higher resolution is not only unnecessary but
will overwhelm the oscilloscope, severing its connection to the computer. A 10,000 point
capture with a resolution of 0.5 Hz at 200 ms per division has been deemed optimal and
was used for all data sets.

2.3.4 FFT Averaging
The purpose of FFT in bearing vibration analysis is to look for fault frequencies
which indicate a spalled race or bearing failure. FFT entails taking a time-domain signal,
generally in seconds, and transforming it into a frequency, generally in Hertz. For this
research, FFT conversion has been written into the LabVIEW program which controls the
bearing tester. This program also acts as the data acquisition system, importing signal
from the oscilloscope and performing FFT' on the data. In addition, it averages ten screen
captures to minimize instantaneous, non-recurring events like noise. The number of
averages can be easily increased, but after much trial-and-error, ten averages were
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considered optimal. After averaging, the frequency signal is written to an Excel file.
Graphs of the cage sensor frequency response to the 28 pm deep spall can be found in
Appendix A. The results of the FFT analysis will be discussed in Chapter 3.

2.3.5 Data Collection
Two sets of data have been recorded for each test condition to ensure their
reproducibility and repeatability. Each trial consists of incrementally increasing the shaft
speed to the desired test speed, maintaining it until the sensor readout stabilizes, and then
recording the frequency spectrum to an Excel file from the ten FFT averages. The first
file is captured at 1000 rpm, and then the shaft speed is increased by 500 rpm to the next
speed, stabilized for 15 seconds, data recorded, and the process repeated until 10,000 rpm
is reached. After the 10,000 rpm file is recorded, the shaft speed is reduced to 0 rpm for
25 seconds until signal stabilization, and then vibration at rest is recorded. The
stabilization time for all shaft speeds except 0 rpm was 15 seconds. This time could be
increased, but the results are not affected. The stabilization time at 0 rpm is 25 seconds
to give the shaft time to slow down from 10,000 rpm to rest and then stabilize. This
process is repeated twice for the sensor and the accelerometer, resulting in four sets of
data for each shaft speed at each flaw depth.
Each file is graphed and studied for presence of BPFI and noise. The typical
frequency graph contains the FTF and several harmonics, the BPFI (if a flaw was
present) and a certain amount of noise. The cage sensor also displays sensitivity to wall
electricity frequency and its harmonics. For example, Figure 2-9 shows typical frequency
output from a) the accelerometer and b) the cage sensor for a large inner race spall
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Figure 2-9: Example frequency response to a 63 pm inner race flaw at 5500 rpm
a) accelerometer; b) cage sensor
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running at a shaft speed of 5500 rpm. Harmonics of the cage rotation rate can be seen in
both graphs, and harmonics of wall electricity, mainly 60 Hz and 180 Hz, can be seen in
the cage sensor response. The drive motor also produces a large frequency peak for all
test speeds at 1 kHz, which is present in all accelerometer and cage sensor data sets but
does not seem to interfere with the BPFI.

2.4 Simulation of Bearing Failure
2.4.1 Simulation of Inner Race Coating Failure
The inner and outer raceways of three test bearings were coated with TiCN to 0.4
pm, 1.0 pm and 1.4 pm thicknesses, using a vacuum arc physical vapor deposition
process. The 1.0 pm coated bearing was unflawed and used to create a coated baseline
vibration signature. The two remaining bearings with coating thicknesses of 0.4 pm and
1.4 pm were deposited with a 3.2 mm diameter mask in the inner race wear track to
prevent coating in that area. The thickness of the coating was determined using white
light interferometry at the edge of the masked site, and the coating roughness (Ra) was
-0.06 pm. After coating, the mask was removed to reveal uncoated M50 underneath
(Figure 2-10a). For these two bearings, the flaw depth was the thickness of the coating,
requiring no additional machining for the creation of a spall. After deposition, the
bearings were cleaned, re-assembled and lubricated using the normal process. Vibration
data sets for all three coated bearings were collected using the sensor and accelerometer
and analyzed for fault frequencies.
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Figure 2-10: a) TiCN coated inner race with 3.2 mm uncoated region simulating coating
failure; b) Uncoated M50 bearing with inner race flaw
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2.4.2 Simulation of Inner Race Spalling
An unflawed, uncoated bearing was used to create baseline vibration signals for
the sensor and accelerometer at each test speed. The roughness (Ra) of the bare M50
raceway was -0.05 pm. Using the same bearing, inner race spalls of 10 pm, 28 pm, 35
pm, 50 pm and 63 pm depths were made by machining a groove into the wear track of
the inner race (Figure 2-10b), and vibration signatures were obtained using the cage
sensor and accelerometer at each depth. The spalls were machined using a precisely
positioned drill bit to ensure perfect overlap, and a white light interferometer was used to
measure depth in the wear track. Each spall was -3.2 mm wide in the wear track, similar
to the 3.2 mm diameter uncoated spot from the coated bearing trials (Figure 2-10).
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CHAPTER 3
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The sensitivity of the cage-mounted sensor was compared to a housing-mounted
accelerometer in detecting seeded faults in coated and uncoated bearings. To do this,
several test bearings were coated with different thicknesses of TiCN with a 3.2 mm
diameter mask on the inner race. After coating, the masks were removed to reveal
uncoated raceway, simulating a flaked coating. Spalling was simulated by machining a
3.2 mm wide flaw of varying depths into the inner race of an uncoated bearing. For each
coating thickness and spall depth, vibrations were recorded using the accelerometer and
cage sensor and were studied in the frequency domain for the presence of the inner race
fault frequency, the BPFI.
This research seeks to determine the minimum depth of flaw each vibration sensor
can detect. In service, a failed coating will generally produced a flaw depth of the
thickness of the coating. A spall on an uncoated bearing will have a depth slightly deeper
than the depth of maximum contact stress, which will then grow along the race and not in
depth. This research incrementally increases the depth, not the length, of the flaw/spall to
determine the minimum depth of detection for each sensor.
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3.1 Coated Bearing with Inner Race Coating Failure
Figure 3-1 shows the relative amplitudes of the BPFI peaks by shaft speed as
detected by the accelerometer for the TiCN coated bearing tests. The BPFI amplitudes
for the unflawed coated bearing were small compared to the 0.4 pm and 1.4 pm missing
coating trials. The amplitudes showed a marked increase as the flaw depth increased.
This is typical of accelerometer response. The peak height should correlate with the
energy of the vibration, and a thicker coating flaw should result in higher impact energy
between the rolling element and the coating edge.
Figure 3-2 shows the relative amplitudes of the BPFI peaks by shaft speed as
detected by the cage sensor for the TiCN coated bearing trials. Here, the BPFI
amplitudes did not increase with flaw depth like the accelerometer output (Figure 3-1).
The BPFI amplitudes for the flawed bearings are very small, many at zero amplitude, and
remain relatively unchanged by shaft speed. The flawed bearings display similar, if not
smaller amplitude response compared to the unflawed bearing, except for a few highlevel spikes at the higher shaft speeds. These large BPFI amplitudes seen in the
frequency response around 9000 rpm in the 0.4 pm and 1.4 pm flawed bearings (Figure
3-2) are too significant to have originated from the sensor and probably came from
surrounding laboratory equipment. They have been excluded from the detection rate
calculation.
A comparison of the accelerometer and cage sensor detection rates is seen in
Figure 3-3. The detection rate is the percentage of shaft speeds which contained a BPFI
peak. Ideally, the unflawed coated bearing should have a 0% detection rate since there is
no inner race flaw. However, both the accelerometer (dashed line) and the cage sensor
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Figure 3-1: Accelerometer response to coated bearings with simulated inner race coating
failure: relative BPFI amplitude by shaft speed for various coating flaw depths
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Figure 3-2: Cage sensor response to coated bearings with simulated inner race coating
failure: relative BPFI amplitude by shaft speed for various coating flaw depths
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Figure 3-3: Flaw detection rate for coated bearings with inner race uncoated region:
percentage of shaft speeds indicating BPFI
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(solid line) exhibited a 20% BPFI detection rate for the unflawed condition. The most
likely explanation is that small particles have entered the wear track, causing a temporary
BPFI indication until they work their way back out. The particles may have come from
the saturated phenolic cage. Because the cage was porous, it was not able to be
completely cleaned between trials, and contamination may have been passed from trial to
trial. All accelerometer and cage sensor, coated and uncoated trials exhibited a 10% to
20% unflawed detection rate, so a baseline detection rate of 30% was established. Any
detection rate greater than 30% may be attributed to the flaw depth, and not the
contamination.
The accelerometer indicates a 20% detection rate for the unflawed coated bearing,
which increases to -60% for the 0.4 pm and 1.4 pm flawed coating depths (Figure 3-3).
This shows a definite increase in response from the baseline. It was determined that the
accelerometer detection limit must lie somewhere between the minimum coating
thickness of 0.4 pm and the maximum race arithmetic roughness (Ra) of 0.06 pm.
Therefore, the accelerometer sensitivity was declared to be 0.4 pm with a reliability of
60% for a 3.2 mm diameter inner race coating failure.
The cage sensor detection rate increases from 20% for the unflawed coated
bearing to -30% for both flawed coated bearings. The increase is not large enough to
exceed the established baseline detection rate of 30%. From this data and the lack of
increase in BPFI amplitudes as the flaw depth increases in Figure 3-2, it was inferred that
the sensitivity limit of the cage sensor lies somewhere outside the 1.4 pm flaw depth.
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3.2 Uncoated Bearing with Inner Race Spall
The cage sensor was unable to detect the missing 1.4 pm thick coating, and it was
not feasible to increase the coating thickness beyond 2 pm. Therefore, to establish the
sensitivity limit of the cage sensor, flaws of successive depths, simulating fatigue spalls,
were machined into the inner race of an uncoated test bearing. Figure 3-4 shows the cage
sensor BPFI amplitudes by shaft speed for the uncoated inner race bearing spalls of
depths 0 pm (unflawed), 10 pm, 28 pm, 35 pm, 50 pm and 63 pm. The unspalled and 10
pm spalled bearings exhibit low BPFI amplitudes compared to the deeper spalls. The 28
pm and deeper spalls exhibit similar BPFI amplitudes by shaft speed and by spall depth.
Figure 3-5 shows the accelerometer BPFI amplitudes by shaft speed for the
uncoated inner race bearing spalls. Instead of an increasing amplitude of BPFI peaks as
the spall depth is increased, as seen in the coated accelerometer response, the BPFI
amplitude remains relatively constant as the spall depth increases. However, it is
observed that the BPFI amplitude is higher at the lower shaft speeds between 1500 rpm
and 3000 rpm. This phenomenon is attributed to the accelerometer amplitude response
(Figure 3-6). The accelerometer used in this research has a higher amplitude output for
frequencies around 100 Hz and decreases exponentially above 100 Hz. As seen in Table
1-1, the BPFI for 1000 rpm is 102 Hz and the BPFI for 10,000 rpm is 1024 Hz. This
explains the higher BPFI amplitude at the lower frequencies for the accelerometer
response. In contrast, the cage sensor appears not to have an amplitude sensitivity like
the accelerometer for the frequency range of interest, as indicated by the relatively similar
BPFI amplitudes at all shaft speeds and spall depths greater than 28 |im (Figure 3-4).
The detection rates for the uncoated bearings by flaw depth for the accelerometer
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Figure 3-5: Accelerometer response to uncoated bearings with simulated inner race
spalling: relative BPFI amplitude by shaft speed for various spall depths
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Figure 3-6: Accelerometer amplitude response
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(dashed line) and the cage sensor (solid line) are shown in Figure 3-7. The accelerometer
maintained -90% detection rate through the entire range of uncoated flaw depths. The
cage sensor, however, did not indicate an increase over the baseline 30% detection rate
until the 28 pm trial. At this depth, the detection rate jumped to 40%. This is also
reinforced by Figure 3-4, which shows an increase in BPFI amplitudes at 28 pm. It is
expected that the cage sensor detection rate will increase with the increasing spall depth.
However, during the installation of the test bearing with the 35 pm flaw depth, two
capacitors were accidentally dislodged from the receiver circuit board. They were
successfully replaced by identical components. But from the decline in detection rate to
35% for the 35 pm flaw, it is evident that the new capacitors may have changed the
receiver output. The best explanation is that the new capacitors most likely did not have
the same capacitance as the old ones. These models have an accuracy of +/- 20% from
the rated capacitance. Applying this tolerance to both capacitors amounts to a large
potential difference from the originals, which is most likely the reason for the decrease in
detection rate. The increase in detection rates for the remaining flaw depths in Figure 3-7
add credence to this theory because they increase linearly from 35% for the 35 pm flaw
to 60% for the 63 pm flaw. It is apparent from these results that, had the receiver not
been damaged, the detection percentage would have increased linearly with no
interruptions, resulting in a 63 pm detection percentage of greater than 60%.
It is notable that neither the accelerometer nor the sensor ever displayed a
detection rate of 100%, even for the largest 63 pm flaw depth, as seen in Figure 3-7.
However, it may be deduced from the linearly increasing cage sensor detection rate (red)
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Figure 3-7: Percentage of tested shaft speeds indicating BPFI for uncoated bearings with
inner race spall
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that increasing the flaw depth may increase the detection rate to greater than 60%. If the
spall detection rate continues to increase linearly, 100% detection rate will be
accomplished at -100 pm flaw depth. On the contrary, the accelerometer detection rate
(dashed line) remained steady at -90% for all uncoated spall depths, and further increase
of the flaw depth would most likely not increase its detection rate to 100%.
Using the data from this research, it is concluded that the minimum inner race
flaw size detectable by the cage sensor for an uncoated bearing is 28 pm with 40%
reliability. The minimum sensitivity limit for the accelerometer is 0.4 pm, with 60%
reliability.

3.3 Correction for Noise
The cage sensor signal-to-noise ratio was very small in most trials, causing some
BPFI amplitudes to be indistinguishable from the noise level. An easily distinguishable
BPFI is crucial for further development of this technology because it is the sole indicator
of a flawed bearing when using a vibration sensor. The sensor must be able to clearly
exhibit the fault frequency when other vibrations are present. Figures 3-1, 3-2, 3-4 and 3
5 show the amplitudes of the fault frequencies, but not whether their amplitudes are
greater than the noise level. Figure 3-8 illustrates an example trial run for a 63 pm inner
race spall, showing the BPFI peak amplitudes by shaft speed for the vibration response
from the accelerometer (Figure 3-8a), and the cage sensor (Figure 3-8b). The two data
sets are from the two separate test runs. The horizontal bar indicates the noise level for
that depth of spall. The noise level was measured from the low amplitude frequency,
below which a peak was not distinguishable from other frequency peaks (Figure 3-9).
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1100

The amplitude of the noise level was the same for all shaft speeds tested at one flaw
depth, but varied between flaw depths. For this technique to effectively identify a spalled
bearing, it is important that the BPFI peak be easily distinguishable from the rest of the
frequency response. Appendix B contains the BPFI peak amplitudes and noise levels for
each flaw and spall depth. Note that accounting for noise caused the detection rate for
the 35 pm and 63 pm spall depth cage sensor trials to decrease by 10% - 15%.
The change in detection rate for the accelerometer and cage sensor for the coated
bearing trials, accounting for losses to the noise level, is shown in Figure 3-10. The
change in accelerometer detection (dashed line) is insignificant. The only detection rate
loss is in the unflawed bearing response, where the accelerometer detection rate changed
from 20% to -10%. In this case, accounting for the noise brought the unflawed detection
rate closer to the ideal 0% detection. There were no BPFI peaks located in the noise level
for the cage sensor (solid line) in the coated trials, so this detection rate remains the same.
Accounting for the noise did not decrease the cage sensor unflawed detection rate of 20%
as it did for the accelerometer.
The change in BPFI detection rate for the uncoated bearings is shown in Figure 311. The accelerometer (dashed line) exhibited the same -15% detection rate for the
unflawed bearing trial, while the cage sensor (solid line) unflawed detection rate
decreased from 20% to 10%. Accounting for the data points lost to the noise level
increased the accuracy of the cage sensor but not of the accelerometer for the unflawed
bearing condition. For the remaining flaw depths, BPFI peak amplitudes from the
accelerometer were much higher than the noise level and its noise-accounted detection
rate remained unchanged at -90%. However, the cage sensor output lost -10% of the
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Figure 3-10: Coated bearing accelerometer and cage sensor BPFI detection rate by flaw
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Figure 3-11: Uncoated bearing accelerometer and cage sensor BPFI detection rate by
spall depth (noise level accounted)
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BPFI peaks to the noise level in the 35 gm and 63 gm flaw depth trials. The 63 gm flaw
depth still had the highest detection rate at 47%. Detection rates for the cage sensor
continued to exhibit an increasing trend through the 63 gm spall depth, indicating that the
detection rate would continue to increase if the flaw depth were increased. Surprisingly,
the BPFI peaks lost to the noise level did not affect the 28 gm or 50 gm depth detection
rates. The 28 gm detection rate did not decrease from 40%, so this was again recognized
as the detection limit for the sensor.
It was expected that the cage sensor BPFI signal-to-noise ratios would increase
with increasing flaw depths, but this was not the case. Because of the seemingly random
decrease in detection rates in the 35 gm and 63 gm spall depth trials, it is important that
future sensors have higher power output and improved accuracy to provide a
distinguishable BPFI peak. The noise-accounted accelerometer inner race flaw
sensitivity was determined to be 0.4 gm with a 60% detection rate. The noise-accounted
cage sensor inner race spall sensitivity also remained unchanged at 28 gm spall depth
with a 40% detection rate.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSIONS

Three coated bearings with inner race flaws of varying thicknesses and one
uncoated bearing with inner race spalls of varying depths were tested on a customdesigned bearing tester. Vibration data from a cage-mounted sensor and supportmounted accelerometer were collected and converted into the frequency domain using
FFT. The frequency spectrum was studied for the presence of a BPFI (inner race fault
frequency) peak above the noise level. Based on this work, the following conclusions
were made:

The baseline detection rate for both the accelerometer and the cage sensor was
30% for unflawed coated and uncoated bearings. The detection rate is the
percentage of shaft speeds at which a BPFI peak was detected.
The accelerometer detected the smallest flaw, a 3.2 mm diameter uncoated region
on the 0.4 pm thick TiCN-coated inner race, with 60% BPFI detection rate.
The smallest inner race spall detectable by the cage sensor was 28 pm deep x 3.2
mm wide on the uncoated inner race, with a 40% detection rate.
The maximum detection rate for the accelerometer was 90%, occurring at the 10
pm flaw depth on the uncoated inner race. This 90% accelerometer detection rate
was maintained throughout the remaining spall depths.
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-

The maximum detection rate of 60% for the cage sensor occurred at the greatest
flaw depth of 63 pm on the uncoated inner race.
The cage sensor output had a much lower signal-to-noise ratio than the
accelerometer, resulting in the loss of some BPFI peaks from the cage sensor
output.

-

Accounting for BPFI peaks lost to the noise level decreased some cage sensor
detection rates for the uncoated inner race flaws, but did not change the resulting
sensitivity limit of 40% detection rate for the 28 pm spall depth. The noiseaccounted accelerometer sensitivity remained unchanged at 60% detection rate at
0.4 pm coating thickness with 3.2 mm simulated inner race coating failure.

Recommendations for the next generation of RF Cage Sensor:
Increase the power to the receiver to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. A more
powerful signal will diminish the effects of environmental and electricity noise
interference and enable more signal processing.
Create a higher temperature sensor to withstand the engine environment. Both the
cage sensor and receiver components will require more robust, high temperature
materials and electronics.
Increase the transmission distance between the cage sensor and receiver to allow
for signal out. In a turbine engine, the closest a receiver can possibly be mounted
is ~0.3m from the bearing.
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APPENDIX A

Frequency response of the cage sensor for 28 pm uncoated inner race spall at shaft speeds
0 rpm - 10,000 rpm
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APPENDIX B

BPFI amplitude by shaft speed with noise level accounted
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